
COMMUNICATION  &  CLASSROOM   INTERACTIONInteraction

 Classroom  Interaction 

Teacher's   role

-Passive and crucial 
-Creat a learning atmosphere in classroom
-As a planner
-As a friend &  advisor
-An observer 
-As a motivator
-Show them their potential 

Factors  Influencing  Classroom  Interaction  

-Stereotypes
-Student-student interactions
-Faculty-student interaction
-Content
-Teacher talk time (TTT)
-Student talk time (STT)
-Voice quality
-Communicative activities
-Elicitation 
-Scaffolding
-Monitoring
-Non-verbal communication
-Feedback
-Error correction

Types

-Collaborative learning Interaction 
-Discussion And Debate Interaction 
-Interactive Session Interaction 
-Conversation With Learners Interaction 
-Loud Reading Interaction 
-Story Telling Interaction 
-Role-play Interaction 
-Soliloquies Interaction

Objectives

-Helps the learners to identify their own learning methods.
-Guide the learners to communicate with their peers easily and will give them an exposure to the vase 
genres of language learning.
-It will help the learner to come face to face with the various types of interaction that can take place 
inside the classroom.
-Classroom interaction aims at meaningful communication among the students in their target language.
-It also aims at probing into the learner's prior learning ability and his way of conceptualizing facts and 
ideas.
-This practice will help the teacher to have a detailed study of the nature and the frequency of student 
interaction inside the classroom. 

Classroom Interaction is a practice that enhances the development of the two very important language 
skills which are speaking and listening among the learners. This device helps the learner to be competent 
enough to think critically and share their views among their peers 

Communication Vs Interaction

Communication refers to the act of sharing information. 
Interaction: Interaction refers to acting in such a manner so as to affect the other. 

Communication can be one way or two way.
Interaction is always two way.

When communicating we always exchange information. 
When interacting we may not always exchange information.

Interaction refers to acting in such a manner so as to affect the other. This is believed to be reciprocal. 
Interaction does not always have to be through language; it can even be through gestures. However, the 
vital feature is that there should be a clear response to the action.
For example, imagine a situation where you are waiting for a bus at a bus stop. The person next to you 
smiles at you. If you also respond with a smile, this becomes an interaction.  

The term interaction is used in many disciplines such as physics, chemistry, computer technology, 
biology, and sociology. In all these disciplines the interaction of forces such as atoms, molecular, 
variables are being studied.
 In sociology, specifically the social interaction is studied. Sociologists comprehend social interaction as 
an essential part of human life where people interact with one another. Sociologists study how people 
interact with others and how their interactions change from person to person based on social forces

CLASSROOM COMMUNICATION

Classroom  Communication  with  Literacy  Outcomes  

# ~ Literacy is not just about reading: 
-It is about all oral, nonverbal and written communication skills.     

-Being a literate person means that one can listen, speak, read and write fluently, not only to explain 
themselves but also to understand others.     

-Comprehension (understanding) means that we can take information in any form, think critically about 
it, create new meaning, and develop judgements about it.     

-It involves being able to make accurate inferences about nonverbal signals, tone of voice and hidden 
meanings in words (idioms, metaphors, similes).

**Listening:
-Listening Skills
-Vocabulary
 Following Instruction

**Writing:
-Emergent Skills
-Vocabulary
-Content, Structure & Mechanics

**Speaking:
-Language Structure
-Speaking Vocabulary
-Speaking Applications

**Social Communication:
-Classroom Language
-Conversational Knowledge
-Non-verbal Communication

**Reading:
-Emergent Skills
-Vocabulary
-Strategies

**Executive Function:
-Task Development
-Self Regulation
-Using Memory

Ways  to  Establish  Effective  Communication  in  the  Classroom  

-Create a safe environment
-More teamwork
-Don't stand at the front of the classroom
-Active listening
-Positive feedback
-Challenge students with interesting work
-Use technology
-Ask open-ended questions
-Use tasks and activities that Foster critical thinking

                  # -Techniques for  Communication - #

*~Verbal techniques:
         -Vary the speed & tone of your voice to keep your voice interesting to listen to.
            -Project your voice to be easily heard and to show confidence in what you are saying.
             -Pause to gain attention, emphasize transitions in material, and allow students the opportunity to digest information.

*~Non-Verbal techniques:
             -Maintain eye contact with the student and stand up straight with confidence.
             -Smile to communicate that you value what you are saying.
             -Avoid excessive gesturing and distracting clothing, because they can divert attention from your message.
             -Excitement and energy to capture your student’s attention.

*~Media:
         -A chalk board or dry-erase board can allow you to be dynamic, and can be used to show a process unfolding or 
articulate the reasoning behind a derivation.
             -Slide presentations are useful for organizing a variety of visual, audio or animated  information and can be used to 
emphasize key points and summarize ideas.
             -Videos and animations can illustrate dynamic processes.
         -Artifacts bring elements of the “real” into the class (e.g.,meteorites or historical objects).
            -Handouts, whether paper or electronic, are an effective way to share detailed information  and images with students.

*~Get the students interested:
             -Connect the day’s topic to the students’ interests, experience, and prior knowledge to spark students’ curiosity 
and explain why it’s valuable or useful for them.
             -Provide an engaging example or anecdote that the students can connect to, as emotional connections are more 
memorable than raw facts.
         -Share an outline to help the students organize and assimilate their learning.

*~Organize the class:
             -Structure the class in a logical way,

*~Clarify the purpose or goal of the class:
             -Repeat key ideas and concepts to emphasize their importance to students and help students to understand them; e.
g., summarize key points, compare and contrast ideas with each other, or provide metaphors and analogies.
            - Focus on major points and have students seek additional information in other activities.

**~~ Techniques for Getting Feedback In Your Classroom:
*~Observe the students’ body language:
         -Are they looking at you or are they gazing out the window? Are they taking notes, raising their han ds and nodding 
along? Do you see yawns, students whispering or glazed looks?

*~Use questions to find out what your students know and understand.
         - Encourage students to ask questions to discover their areas of interest and confusion.
             -Pose questions for students to answer that get them to test their own knowledge(ask for a response from ~1-3 
members of the class).

*~Collect written feedback:
         -Ask students to complete a brief  survey before or after class to find out what questions they have after a reading, 
assignment or lecture.
             -Prompt students to write a response to an open question during a class to give students the opportunity to 
organize their own thoughts and provide you with a quick diagnostic of  how they are doing.

Principles  of  Effective  Classroom  Communication  

FACTORS   AFFECTING   COMMUNICATION  

 ~#Factors related to the sender:  
         -How he perceives his world and himself  
         -Language competency  
         -Voice  
         -Facial expressions  
         -Emotions 
         -Energy level  
         -Age and experiences  
         -Attitude, beliefs, values 

~# Factors related to the message:  
         -Accuracy and precision of words  
         -Simplicity and clarity  
         -Appropriateness  
         -Imagination and originality  
         -Choice of medium, length of communication 

~#Factors related to the receiver:  
         -Intelligence  
         -Attitude towards the subject or sender  
         -Age and experiences  
         -Self esteem  
         -Motivational level  
         -Beliefs and values  
         -Previous experience  
         -Listening skills 

-Principle of competency
-Principle of suitability of content 
-Principle of focus  
-Principle of effective strategies  
-Principle of feedback and reinforcement 
-Principle of readiness and motivation  
-Principle of sharing and interaction 
-Principle of pupil centeredness  
-Principle of mutual understanding 

Barriers  to  Effective  Classroom  Communication  

-Lack of effective listening
-Perception
-Language  
-Cultural differences  
-Medical/Physiological issues 
-Poor channels
-Jumbled messages (contradictory messages or mixing an intended message with unnecessary issues) 
-Emotional states (depression, mood swings, anxiety, low self-esteem, effects of a traumatic event)
-Lack of credibility
-unsystematic presentation 
-lack of sope of immediate feedback
-lack of physical facilities in the classroom.  

Types
Non-verbal (kinesics )

Verbal
Written

Oral

In a classroom, the meaning of communication is related to the messages and counter-messages, 
which constitute the teaching-learning process. This involves initiation, reception and response 
that serve as feedback.

Essentials of Effective Communication 

7 C :

-Completeness
-Conciseness 
-Consideration
-Clarity 
-Concreteness 
-Courtesy
-Correctness

Barriers of Communication

~Language barriers:-           
         -The use of jargon. Over-complicated or unfamiliar terms.

~Psychological barriers; 
         - Emotional barriers and taboos.
         -Lack of attention, interest, distractions, or irrelevance to the receiver.
         -Differences in perception and viewpoint. 

~Physiological barriers:-         -
         -Physical disabilities such as hearing problems or speech difficulties

~Physical barriers:-         
         -Geographical distance
         -Noise

~Attitudinal barriers:-          
         -Poor management
         -Conflict
         -Cultural differences
         -Expectations and prejudices which may lead to false assumptions

Process

Communications is fundamental to the existence and survival of humans as well as to an 
organization. It is a process of creating and sharing ideas, information, views, facts, 
feelings, etc. among the people to reach a common understanding. 

9. others factors : - Noise : This can be any sort of interference that affects the message being sent, received, or understood. 

8. Feedback:

Requirements of Effective Feedback:

-Clear,  
-Well-timed,  
-Specific,  
-Bearing Right Attitude,  
-Truly Representative,  
-Impersonal, and 
- Informative. 

causes of poor feedback

-Use of formal communication channel in a large / medium organization,
-Noise
-Unfavorable Relationship,
-There may be secular reasons why message are not understood or you get inadequate feedback
-Physical barriers(long distance), language, cultural barriers
-Other barriers include distractions, stereotypes and even a lack of confidence that the other person may not want to 
convey. 

importance

-Feedback makes communication meaningful.
-It sustain the communication process.
-It tells communication is making sense or not.
-It helps to plan what next to be one or say. 
-It complete the whole process of communication and makes it continuous. 
-communication will be useless without feedback. It is a basis for measuring the effectiveness of communication.
- Feedback paves way for new idea generation. 
-Feedback is integral part of communication. 
-Proper feedback helps avoid misunderstanding. If the audience has interpreted incorrectly there is chances to correct it. 

type

negative feedback
if the recipient does not understand what the sender wants to convey, the feedback must be poor and further communication 
becomes necessary to wipe out the misunderstanding. Thus, negative feedback suggests that the communication has not 
been effective and some correction, adjustment or re-assessment is required in the process. 

positive feedback
Positive feedback is the kind of feedback which is more or less acceptable or satisfactory to the sender. It means that the 
recipient of the message has responded in the way intended by the sender and taken the intended course of action. It 
signifies that everything is on the right track and no corrective measure regarding communication is necessary

- Feedback refers to the response or reaction of receiver to the sender’s message. Feedback is the essence of communication 
and is the final step of communication process. Without feedback from the receiver, communication process remains 
incomplete. This feedback may be an oral or written message, or action or simply silence.

In the opinion of Bartol and Martin, “Feedback is the receiver’s basic response to the interpreted message.”

Boone, Kurtz and Block defined, “Feedback consists of messages-verbal and non-verbal-that convey a reaction to the 
communication’s message.”

According to Bovee, Thill and Wood, “Feedback is a response from the receiver that informs the sender how the message is 
being interpreted form the receiver that informs the sender how the message is being interpreted and how the communication 
is being received in general.”

7. Receiver:
- Receiver is the person who is last in the chain and for whom the message was sent by the sender. Once the receiver 
receives the message and understands it in proper perspective and acts according to the message, only then the purpose of 
communication is successful.

6. Decoding: - It is the process of converting the symbols encoded by the sender. After decoding the message is received by the receiver. 

5. Media:  - It is the manner in which the encoded message is transmitted. The choice of medium is decided by the sender.

4. Encoding :
- The message generated by the sender is encoded symbolically such as in the form of words, pictures, gestures, etc. before 
it is being conveyed.

3. Message:
- It is the idea, information, view, fact, feeling, etc. that is generated by the sender and is then intended to be communicated 
further.

2. Sender:.
-  The sender or the communicator generates the message and conveys it to the receiver. He is the source and the one who 
starts the communication

1. Context: - This is the setting and situation in which communication takes place. (natural social, psychological, time)

Element

-CONTEXT : (natural social, psychological, time),
-SOURCE / SENDER / ENCODER,
-RECEIVER / DECODER,
-MESSAGE,
-SYMBOL,
-CHANNEL / MEDIA,
-ENCODING,
-DECODING,
-FEEDBACK, 
-INTEFERENCE OR NOISE

Concept

Types

Others types 

Mass communication

Group communication

Intrapersonal communication

Inter personal communication

On the basis of 'Expression'

non-verbal

Sign language

Touch

Audio sound signals

Visual signs 

Para language
Word stress

Voice Pitch variation, speaking speed, pause,volume variation, pronunciation etc.  

Time

Proxemics ( space language)
Proxemics(Space language) is basically understanding the relationship between two parties through their observance and 
respect of each other's zone. The physical space plays a crucial role during communication.

Surrounding :- colour, layout & design

Personal space 

Semi fixed space

Featured fixed space

Body language (kinesics)

Appearance

Body postures

Gestures

Eye contact

Facial expression

verbal

Written 

Oral
Distance: telecommunication, internet etc.

Face to face

Basis on 'Parties involving '

External communication

Internal communication

Horizontal

vertical 
Downward communication

Upward communication

Based on Formality 
Informal

Formal

Communication skill      
 Communication skill is the art of sharing information, knowledge and ideas from one person to another 
person effectively. It is very helpful in all fields of life such as in education system, business, person life 
and while applying a job

Significance

-Information
-Persuasion
-Teaching & Learning 
-Entertainment
-Motivation or Encourage 
-Warning
-Raising morale
-Guidance & counselling 
-Order
-Instruction 
-Advice
-Complaint
-Improvement the quality
-Build Leadership
-Promotions effective Cooperation & peace
-Decision making
-Basis of coordination

Characteristics 

-It Involves at Least Two Persons.
-Message is a Must:.
-Communication May be Written, Oral or Gestural.
-Communication is a Two Way Process.
-Its Primary Purpose is to Motivate a Response
-Communication may be Formal or Informal
-It Flows Up and Down and also from Side to Side:  
-It is an Integral Part of the Process of Exchange. 

Few  definition

* Oxford English Dictionary, -communication means “the imparting, conveying or exchange of ideas, 
knowledge, etc., whether by speech, writing or signs.” 

*  Keith Davis- “Communication is the process of passing information and understanding from one 
person to another.”

*Louis A. Allen- “Communication is the sum of all the things one person does when he wants to create 
understanding in the mind of another. It is a bridge of meaning. It involves a systematic and continuous 
process of telling, listening arid understanding.”

 * G.G. Brown- "Communication is transfer of information from one person to another,whether or not it 
elicits confidence. But the information transferred must be understandable to the receiver".

Etymological meaning

The word communication is derived from the Latin word two words ‘Communis’ (noun) and 
‘Communicare’ (verb) which means commonality or communicate and to make common respectively.
From the viewpoint of etymological depth, communication refers to sharing of something.
Thus a concept, fact, idea, principle or theory is passed from one individual to the other or others to 
effect communality.


